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ABSTRACT
GeoCapabilities is a distinctive approach to teacher professional development which foregrounds the educational potential of geographical knowledge. This paper examines the effect of GeoCapabilities on geography teachers’ expertise. First, the paper explores a problem of teacher training which privileges technique for classroom effectiveness over geographical thinking. We then introduce the GeoCapabilities 3 project, presenting and discussing findings through teachers’ reflections. We argue that GeoCapabilities 3 offers a model of teacher development, which supports teachers as leaders of curriculum change in an ‘activist profession’. This is needed if geography education is to equip young people with knowledge capabilities for their future.
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Introduction: why a subject discipline focus is needed for teacher professional development?

In this introduction, we first discuss why teacher education tends to lack a balance of engagement with geography (the discipline), teaching skills and the young person’s needs. This leads us to explore how GeoCapabilities may support such a balance.

There has been a loss of subject teachers’ curriculum leadership in a teacher education landscape of competencies and standards (Uhlenwinkel et al. 2017). The GeoCapabilities model of teacher development can help to address this. Mitchell and Lambert (2015) argued that a more generic, skills-based teacher training that does not fully recognize subject differences, diminishes the subject teachers’ role. This is a missed educational opportunity to draw on the powerful knowledge and powerful pedagogies in geography. Rather, teacher education, both initial training and later professional development, should help teachers to reconceptualise themselves as taking on a role and responsibility as curriculum leaders (Mitchell and Lambert 2015).

In many countries teachers’ thinking has drawn away from asking important questions about what to teach in order to focus more on considerations of how to teach effectively. This means that curriculum thinking has been displaced by a technical focus on teaching driven by the assumption that any learning, regardless of content, is a good thing, in an uncritical ‘learnification’ of schooling (Biesta 2013). In other countries, notably in France or Belgium (fr), teacher training is still dominantly content-based with little consideration on how to teach. However, the content-base has been diluted in some cases. For example, in the Netherlands, primary teacher-training focuses on language and mathematics content, at the expense of depth in geography (Bénéker 2018). We note here the need to be cautious in generalizing about differences in the type of teacher professional development between countries. What we can say with some certainty is how varied teacher professional development tends to be, in each European country. The Eurydice report (2021) carried out a quantitative analysis to this effect, finding that Belgium and France show less varied teacher professional development than England and the Netherlands, with Lithuania and Latvia showing the most varied (diverse) professional development (2021, 90). We suggest that more varied and diverse professional development is likely to provide teachers with more balance between disciplinary knowledge, teaching methods and children’s needs.

In all European countries, accountability has intensified, with schools and teachers increasingly concerned about performance in a climate of openly published examination results and inspection reports (Pring 2012). Education is now highly marketed, with schools needing to compete with each other for resources, students and parental approval. At the same time, young people are conceived of as consumers who demand to see the immediate relevance of any school activity
to their learning outcomes (i.e. examination success), or at least to be entertained by their teachers, if they are to engage in lessons and be compliant (Hartley 1997; Ecclestone and Hayes 2019; Morgan 2014; Furedi 2009 for different analyses of an overemphasis on student opinion in curriculum planning). In a postmodern world, boundaries are weakened: between teacher and student; curriculum and pedagogy; disciplinary knowledge and everyday knowledge. Technology is changing everyone’s relationship with information and therefore how knowledge is constructed, to such an extent that use of the Google search engine and social media raises serious questions about the value and authority of teacher and curriculum, in the student’s mind at least (Morgan 2014).

Teachers are under great pressure in such times. They are pulled in two directions. On the one hand, their students must achieve good exam results, on the other, they try to design engaging, activity-based lessons. In a world where students and parents are seen as ‘education consumers’ then the cost of this tension is that teachers’ careful discipline-based curriculum thinking is replaced by foregrounding competitiveness and performance in exam results. At the same time technologies are used for efficient (but sometimes uncritical) curriculum delivery. In this pressurized educational landscape, teachers’ curriculum thinking is outsourced to Google or other similar search engines and the curriculum comprises a sequence of shared PowerPoints in the name of efficiency and curriculum coherence, with little time for deeper curriculum thinking. Mitchell (2020, 172) describes this state of affairs as ‘late capitalism thinking’ in ‘hyper-socialised’ curriculum enactment.

Many geography teachers do want to engage in deep curriculum thinking with their subject and have succeeded. These teachers are resisting the pressures described above by navigating their way through late capitalism and hyper-socialisation (Mitchell 2020) by not succumbing to ‘deliverology’ (Pring 2012), which is too often taken as a common-sense notion of teacher professionalism (see Mitchell and Lambert 2015), but rather by utilizing their identities as geography teachers. Mitchell and Standish (2022) explore how a teacher’s initial education can facilitate this, arguing that the teacher will be better able to develop an attitude and identity of geography ‘curriculum maker’ (Young et al. 2014) and able to resist the performativity pressures, if they engage with deep geographical thinking through their initial teacher education. The same approach (geographical thinking to develop a geographer identity) is needed in the continuing professional development of geography teachers, and here we examine the potential of GeoCapabilities (specifically the work of the GeoCapabilities 3 project) for teachers’ professional development.

There is a body of literature demonstrating the problems associated with neglecting subject knowledge in teacher development. Orchard and Winch (2015) ask, ‘What training do teachers need?’ Teachers cannot just learn disciplinary knowledge or the technical skills associated with teacher effectiveness in the classroom. Whilst practical experience in classrooms has an important role to play, the educational theory is also needed to allow all teachers (beginning teachers and those with more experience) to make sense of their practice and to help them to develop themselves as professionals—theory which includes how the specialized knowledge of the subject discipline connects to young people, through the teacher’s choices. They conclude that teachers must be equipped to make their own critical decisions about what and how to teach. This is a view supported by Goepel (2012) who frames the issue as one of trust (and the erosion of trust in teachers by a ratcheting up of accountability systems), arguing that teachers’ professional development should foster independent critical judgment rather than merely to be responsive to externally imposed rules or standards.

Connell (2009), drawing on Australian education and borrowing from Moore’s (2004) useful distinctions, shows how the notion of ‘the good teacher’ has changed over time. Connell argues that since the 1980s teachers have been increasingly seen as ‘competent crafts persons’ or skilled technicians, managed in an audit culture which is suspicious of older values of ‘professionalism’. Connell argues that the ‘skilled technician’ model of teaching lacks a theoretical knowledge base and that there is no coherence to lists of teaching skills (or competencies) that can be added to, broken down, and redefined in ever more detailed and arbitrary ways. This lack of a coherent image of teaching extends to the individualization of teachers. Self-managing teachers must navigate through a threatening environment without a strong sense that teaching is part of larger communities, including that of the subject discipline (Connell 2009).

Unfortunately, there is little sign that recent global events (the Covid 19 pandemic and the climate emergency) have changed the overriding view of the professional teacher as the skilled and efficient ‘deliverer’ of exam results (referred to by Pring 2012) as ‘deliverology’). Despite the amount of geography in the news, and the ways a geographical education could open up alternative insights into what young people see, read and hear, the school geography curriculum still tends to be slow to respond. Morgan explores how the mentors of new and inexperienced geography teachers might challenge such a culture, asking ‘what sort of mentoring for what sort of geography education?’ (Morgan 2022, 42). He argues that as the world has lurched from one crisis to another from the 1970s to the present, opportunities to change school geography from the ground up (through the training and development of teachers in school) have been missed. There has been a ‘bounce back’ from crises like the Covid 19 pandemic to business as normal, in which examination results are still the overriding goal in schools. Mentors, with their influence on new teachers’ professional development, could play an important role in challenging a limiting ‘business as usual’ view of the world (a backward-looking geography). Rather, Morgan argues, they should ‘persevere with their geography’ (2022, 49) to deeply explain the state of the world and offer alternatives. Also exploring geography mentoring in schools, Bustin’s (2022) argument relates to Morgan’s call for teachers’ professional development to respond to the geography curriculum that young people (and wider society) need. Bustin sees mentors who are engaged with geography and committed to applying geography, critically to their curriculum making, as crucial to the Future 3 curriculum (Young and Muller 2010).
We are conscious that we have drawn on a predominantly ‘Anglo-Saxon’ context in our discussion thus far. There are different traditions and characteristics of schooling and teacher education across the countries involved in our project. But we share increased pressures of accountability and performativity in teaching. Bustin, Morgan and the wider critique of a narrowing view of teacher professionalism which we have discussed here, all show a need for professional development which helps the teacher become a leader of geography curriculum change in their school. The GeoCapabilities approach offers a way toward this which is relevant in all these countries.

**How does GeoCapabilities focus teacher development on disciplinary knowledge?**

The GeoCapabilities approach places the subject discipline at the center of teachers’ professional development. It encourages teachers to identify themselves as geographers and to collaborate with each other as part of a geography education community. It does so by asking, ‘What is the educational purpose of a subject discipline?’ When the educational purpose of a subject discipline is understood as the concepts, skills and values necessary to achieve the capabilities necessary for a person to flourish in every way, a theoretically robust case for the value of geography to a child’s education can be made. The key theory supporting this case, is of ‘powerful disciplinary knowledge’ (PDK) (Young 2007; Young et al. 2014) and the allied heuristic of a Future 3 curriculum (Young and Muller 2010). The essential concept here, is that subject (in this case geography) knowledge offers the knower new and valuable (or ‘powerful’) ways of thinking which are not available elsewhere, such as in everyday experiences (Maude (2016) has usefully broken down the PDK of geography into five types (Fig. 1)).

The subject discipline is therefore integral to developing teachers’ professional expertise. Furthermore, this disciplinary knowledge is dynamic, it cannot be set in stone as lists, or texts to be delivered. This concerns the importance of the Future 3 curriculum heuristic (see Lambert, Solem, and Tani 2015), which recognizes the importance of disciplinary boundaries, which are also dynamic. For example, geography is distinct from citizenship studies, sociology or economics, but the discipline also evolves through academic research and is continually being recontextualised and reproduced at various levels, including by the teacher (see Fargher, Mitchel, and Till 2021). To take one example from the GeoCapabilities 3 project, young people can be helped to re-imagine a conception of ‘home’, drawing from geography research, to apply the lenses of place, space and interconnection to people’s lives and relationships. This can develop a more nuanced, critical sense of place, challenging oversimplified notions of insider-outsider and the associated risks of xenophobia (Mitchell and Bénéker 2022).

PDK and a Future 3 curriculum are the crux of the GeoCapabilities claim that geographical knowledge is essential in a child’s education. Alongside them is the notion of curriculum making and teachers responsibilities as curriculum makers (Lambert and Morgan 2010). Curriculum making gives geography teachers responsibility for balancing disciplinary knowledge, a child’s life experiences or needs and the teaching approaches. It encourages teachers to think deeply about the distinct concepts and procedures of geography by engaging with academic geography before developing lesson materials with their students’ experiences and needs in mind. Closely related to curriculum making, is the European notion of subject didactics and the relationship between a child, the subject and teachers. Certain principles associated with subject didactics were also drawn upon in the GeoCapabilities 3 project, particularly Klafki’s (1999) questions of the significance of subject content for learners (e.g., Bladh, Stolare, and Kristiansson 2018; Muller 2022). In the methodology section, which follows, we show how GeoCapabilities 3 applied these theories as conceptual and practical tools for teacher development.

The important point we make here is that by making a clear educational case for a curriculum of engagement with disciplinary knowledge, it follows that the subject teacher should ask the question—how can I use geography in ways that open up new and powerful ways of thinking, understanding and doing for young people? This re-focuses the

---

**Figure 1. Typology of PDK (Maude 2016).**

| Type 1. Knowledge that provides students with ‘new ways of thinking about the world. |
| Type 2. Knowledge that provides students with powerful ways of analysing, explaining and understanding. |
| Type 3. Knowledge that gives students some power over their own knowledge. |
| Type 4. Knowledge that enables young people to follow and participate in debates on significant local, national and global issues. |
| Type 5. Knowledge of the World |

---
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teacher on subject-based curriculum thinking and leadership. From this position, we present our methodology and then some findings from the GeoCapabilities 3 project to argue that placing the subject discipline and students centrally in teachers’ professional development, enhances teacher expertise with strong outcomes for the young person’s education.

**Methodology: a GeoCapabilities approach to produce case studies**

The GeoCapabilities 3 project was a collaboration between six university partners (two from England and one from each of the other participating countries—Belgium, Czechia, France, and the Netherlands) and the European association EUROGEO. A total of 14 teachers from the five countries participated in the project, selected from the partners’ networks. The sample of teachers is a purposive one and not necessarily representative of a larger population. At the outset, the project partners chose the topic of migration as a focus, because it exemplifies PDK and the Future 3 curriculum, being subject to change at an academic research level and to popular misconceptions which knowledge can address. It also resonates with the social justice dimension of GeoCapabilities, being a value-laden issue and a social concern. Also in keeping with GeoCapabilities as social justice through education, we chose to work with teachers in schools labeled as ‘challenging’, in areas of relatively high deprivation affected by de-industrialisation and recent migrations (see Biddulph et al. 2020).

Drawing from phase one and two of the project (GeoCapabilities 1 and 2, see https://www.geocapabilities.org), we collaboratively developed a process with the teachers we called a GeoCapabilities approach (described below). At each stage of the process, we collected data in the form of teacher ‘vignettes’ describing the PDK of migration geography they intended to teach, interviews with the teachers, lesson observation, students’ concept mapping and teacher-student focus group discussions about the topic. At the end of the project, the teachers produced ‘storymaps’ describing their curriculum making and how they felt the project had affected their teaching and professional development.

We analyze these data using an interpretivist, case study approach. Borrowing from narrative methodology, we pay attention to the teachers’ stories and the themes emerging from them. Part of our aim in this article is to show how putting the subject discipline at the forefront of teacher development in curriculum thinking does not merely improve teachers’ knowledge, but it can enhance teacher expertise and effective teaching more widely. We are exploring the GeoCapabilities 3 project findings as a form of teacher professional development and so we have chosen Kyriacou’s (2007) widely used teacher education text in our analysis. Kyriacou (2007) uses three elements of teachers’ skills defined as ‘discrete and coherent activities by teachers which foster student learning’ (2007, 4) of:

- decision-making, comprising the thinking and decision-making that occurs before, during and after a lesson, concerning how best to achieve the educational outcomes intended;
- action, comprising the overt behavior by teachers undertaken to foster student learning.

We return to Kyriacou’s three elements in the ‘findings’ section of our article. We now describe how we brought the GeoCapabilities lens to teachers’ work, in a practical sense, through four steps. These were:

- engagement with academic geography (a university seminar) and the recent trends in geography education, through open and supportive dialogue between academics, teacher-trainers and teachers to develop teachers’ expertise in the knowledge element of Kyriacou;
- lesson planning/curriculum making—re-thinking aims for teaching migration. These were expressed in ‘vignettes’ linked to what we knew of our students’ context; activities in this phase of the project were aimed at enhancement of teachers’ decision-making element;
- teaching the lessons, e.g., develop the action element;
- evaluation (of how far powerful knowledge and geographic capabilities had developed) that, among other things, enabled teachers to reflect on their professional development in all three elements of Kyriacou.

Although, the link between the four steps of the GeoCapabilities project and the Kyriacou’s three elements of teachers’ expertise was evident, it was expected that the activities in each of four steps of the project enhanced the teachers’ development in more than one indicated element.

The GeoCapabilities approach emerged as a cyclical process with the teacher returning to the discipline (and how it is potentially helpful for the particular young people) as we evaluated and reflected on how and why the PDK of geography had been learned as intended (Fig. 2). GeoCapabilities can be thought of as a form of spiraling professional development (as shown by Fig. 2) in which knowledge enables teachers to make decisions and enact curriculum change in the classroom—which in turn feeds back to enhance their knowledge of young people’s relationship to geography.

Beneker’s (2018) model of powerful knowledge in geography inspired the GeoCapabilities 3 team to develop practical planning tools for both teaching and evaluating development of knowledge of migration. These practical curriculum planning tools were combined with a student focus group and concept-mapping exercise with students. The focus group evaluations were held approximately one month after the migration teaching, to evaluate deeper learning. Concept mapping was used to evaluate the development of students’ PDK, encouraging students to articulate geographical concepts and contexts as well as feelings, values, and ideas. Concept maps were photographed, and the discussions were recorded and transcribed. Although some adaptations of the process to the national and school contexts occurred between the partners of the project, the general framework was followed as described. Then, data were analyzed using Maude’s typology of PDK (Fig. 1) and Klafki’s (1999)
questions about the current and future significance of curriculum content to the students. This produced a co-constructed account of the PDK of migration by teacher and students, in each school, that were presented as teachers’ stories in the StoryMaps format. The full accounts or ‘stories’ including the concept maps can be found at https://www.geocapabilities.org. We use reflections and storymaps from all the participating teachers to show how engaging with the PDK of geography enhanced teachers’ expertise. Additionally, we use teachers’ reactions from the interviews taken by each partner (except EUROGEO) with one associate teacher involved in the project. These interviews reflected on teachers’ overall involvement in the project and how it had affected their professional expertise. The study’s findings build on all these inputs from teachers involved in the project; however, teachers’ quotes from reflective interviews more specifically illustrate how putting the subject discipline at the forefront of teachers’ curriculum thinking enhances teacher expertise and effective teaching. As such, primarily supporting and positive quotes are mentioned, while the limitations observed are more discussed in the discussion section.

Findings

This section explores professional development through the stories of teachers involved in the GeoCapabilities 3 project. It is structured according to Kyriacou’s three elements of knowledge, decision-making and action. Kyriacou’s elements are helpful to analyze how GeoCapabilities contributes to the development of the ‘skilled teacher’. However, we find that these elements can be interpreted as interconnected and overlapping (rather than discrete)—the qualitative change in one element inevitably results in changes in the other two elements.

Knowledge development

Through the GeoCapabilities 3 project, teachers developed a wide range of knowledge that shaped their teaching and curriculum making about the topic of migration. First, they deepened, updated, and revised their disciplinary knowledge about migration through academic geography.

Teacher AL: ‘An academic geography was the starting point of my thinking about teaching about migration’.

Specifically, seminars and discussions with academic geographers, academic articles, and (in the case of recent graduates) their past university courses were used as primary tools to enhance their knowledge of migration. They enabled teachers to sum up what do (and what do not) they know about migration (and its broader consequences, e.g., push and pull factors and specific conditions in different regions, variability in migration policies among countries, impacts of immigration and emigration on society and economy, globalization of migration), understand specific concepts and use new language (e.g., home, remittances, ‘elite cosmopolitanism’, 3% rule, irregular migration, chain migration, step by step migration, securitization of migration) in the dialogues, and helped them to understand the migration-related educational issues better. In particular, academic geography helped them to understand (and subsequently to select responsibly and teach better) key concepts of migration.

Teacher KL: ‘Geography teachers, migration researchers, teacher trainers and university teachers joined forces to rethink our
current perspectives on migration theory in the current geography curriculum’.

Teacher FL: ‘My learning aims for teaching migration were shaped by the seminar with academic geographers and by having my own students’ in mind’.

Teacher KA: ‘Meetings with academic experts in migration geography and geography education were open-minders that helped me think innovatively and in a clearly structured way about my migration teaching’.

Teacher AL: ‘As a recent graduate from university, my studies and several academic articles about recent trends in migration theory were important in my thinking and planning’.

For the use of powerful pedagogies (specifically to ground lessons in the students’ prior knowledge and experience), teachers found it critical to develop their disciplinary knowledge of migration and their knowledge about/perception of students’ knowledge about migration. Therefore, teachers employed specific pedagogical principles to investigate students’ prior knowledge and possible misconceptions—i.e., they extended their knowledge of students’ knowledge.

Teacher KL: ‘We all felt the necessity to give a voice to the students’ experience and integrate their personal geographies into the existing curriculum’.

Subsequently, teachers enhanced their expertise by familiarizing themselves with the GeoCapabilities approach and its educational potential. Specifically, they were trained in the fundamental concepts of the approach, the typology of PDK, the process of vignette writing and the curriculum artifact deliberation. The teachers used this knowledge to reflect on their actual knowledge and thinking about geographies of migration and, as such, helped them think about the PDK and specify the migration-related curriculum. Before the project, teachers were not fully conversant with this approach and its key concepts. They perceived them as one of the tools that helped them critically evaluate their current teaching approach and enhanced their professional development toward curriculum making and leadership.

Teacher KA: ‘Reflecting on my participation in the project, I perceive the knowledge of GeoCapabilities approach and related concepts as a vital tool that supported my innovative thinking about the migration lessons in a clear and well-structured way’.

Knowledge of the GeoCapabilities approach helped teachers develop their knowledge about curriculum (the migration-related educational issues, educational resources, possible bottlenecks and opportunities for scaffolding) and knowledge of pedagogical principles (e.g., how identify students’ prior knowledge and possible misunderstandings or how reach the conceptual change in students) and teaching skills. Such knowledge supported teachers to make decisions related to curriculum planning and teaching.

Decision-making

The lesson planning process, grounded in their newly acquired knowledge, led teachers to think critically of their teaching, plan the lessons innovatively and encouraged them to not stick to the textbook or the strictly formulated curriculum. This was boosted by the process of vignette writing and curriculum artifact deliberation. The project developed teachers’ reasons to make bold decisions about their teaching and the confidence to do so. This was preceded by critical and innovative thinking about their teaching.

Teacher KA: ‘The GeoCapabilities 3 project brought brand new inputs to my thinking about teaching. The GeoCapability approach (significantly the curriculum artifact deliberation and the vignette writing) helped me structure my thinking about migration lessons’.

Teacher SA: ‘The GeoCapability approach has helped me narrow down and focus better my work. Subsequently, it allowed me to be more organized, systematic and to work more closely with the students’.

Teacher AL: ‘GeoCapability approach enabled me to start thinking about the geography in the geography curriculum in careful and informed ways. This then framed my curriculum planning and teaching’.

Next, innovative and structured thinking about the topic (migration) and teaching forced teachers to reflect on the lesson aims and structure, respectively, to decide to restructure the lesson and set the specific educational aims. Considering specific national, regional, school and class circumstances, teachers specified the educational outcomes for their lessons about migration. I.e., teachers planned to equip students with various ways of data analysis, different perspectives of the issues, the interconnectedness of the problems, geographical concepts, regional and global knowledge, or specific vocabulary. Moreover, students learned to follow and participate in the debates, examine and reflect on the decisions made by other people, consider ethics of policing and managing migration movements, identify choices in their lives, etc. These educational outcomes formed a framework for all the subsequent activities.

Teacher KA: ‘Migration is a traditional part of my geography courses. However, I always find it challenging to teach because of its complexity and, in many ways, its sensitivity. In my lessons, students should develop the ability to think about different aspects of migration, discuss them, argue correctly, use relevant sources of information and evaluate them’.

Teacher AL: ‘I decided to use ‘mobilities’ as a lens for planning the type of geography that would enable students to develop a more critically informed understanding of migration. My students should analytically deconstruct geographical data so that they can fully participate in debates on contemporary issues. It encourages them to not only reflect upon migration from a positivist perspective but also humanistic perspectives and constructivist perspectives’.

Teacher FL: ‘I wanted my students to gain ‘powerful’ geographical knowledge and explore stereotypes and preconceptions on migration-related issues. I aimed to turn around the notion of migration as always into the UK and look at emigration out of the UK by using identities and a nuanced conception of ‘home’ that can cross national borders and be about interconnections, as much as a single location’.

Subsequently, teachers were encouraged to think about the PDK they intended to develop in their students (i.e. further specify the educational aims). This decision-making was
supported by the processes of curriculum artifact deliberation and vignette writing.

Teacher SA: ‘I did not know before how to get started, what relevant materials to select and use. The process of vignette writing and artifact deliberation allowed me to identify students’ skills and knowledge to work on in my lessons’.

In some cases, teachers found it challenging to link the vignette-writing about geographical concepts to the classroom. Then, they suggested changing the teacher’s vignette-writing stage from a purely geographical thinking exercise to one more connected to students’ needs.

Teacher FL: ‘Geographical concepts were more in the vignette than the teaching. On reflection perhaps the vignette could be more about connections. For me, the powerful knowledge is getting the children to think outside their experience, more than my vignette’.

Furthermore, teachers in the process of vignette writing identified opportunities to scaffold learning. Particularly, they recognized possible bottlenecks in teaching and learning, preempted students’ questions and gathered resources (i.e., the curriculum artifacts) needed for students’ better understanding of the issues taught.

Teacher FL: ‘The creation of the vignette gave me a more critical and current approach to the sub-topic of migration. It helped identify opportunities to scaffold learning and help students make grounded decisions about migration, understand places and the people within or connected to them. I was able to preempt students’ questions better and gather resources to support students’ understanding of migration and ‘home’—two relatively complicated concepts’.

Teacher KL: ‘It was challenging to find a curriculum artifact that could cover migration-related concepts and would at the same time appeal to the students’ interests, triggering their attention and allowing them to understand the conceptual basis of the assignment we were about to start’.

Finally, teachers had to make decisions about PDK development and achieving educational goals through suitable pedagogical strategies (see the Action section below). They mostly think about powerful pedagogies with the intention to set students into the center of their teaching. Specifically, to move away from talking about and instead listen to the students’ own perspectives.

Teacher FL: ‘The learners had to be included at all stages of my curriculum-making’.

Teacher SA: ‘The GeoCapability approach also allowed me to build my course in a more student-focused way’.

**Action—teachers’ behavior and application of powerful pedagogies**

After developing their knowledge and decision-making in curriculum making and lesson planning, teachers enhanced their expertise in the action element, specifically in developing a specific professional behavior (connected to their role in the community), and in applying powerful pedagogies to achieve the educational aims. They used a mix of pedagogical principles (e.g., using rich and engaging real-world data and focusing on the practical consequences of the studied processes for their everyday lives). Some of the principles were migration-specific but mostly universal and applicable to all (not only) geographical PDK, which has a human dimension (see details below). Most of the principles and techniques used were perceived as innovative or innovatively used in the given context.

GeoCapabilities encouraged the teachers to consider students’ prior knowledge and most of the lessons were well-grounded in this. Teachers addressed misconceptions related to basic geographical (migration) concepts, for example, by using concept mapping to develop conceptual understanding and insight into the complexity of the migration processes.

Moreover, teachers aimed their lessons at students’ use of and access to reliable sources and data and thought critically about the introduced information when addressing students’ misconceptions.

Teacher KA: ‘Together with my students, we focused specifically on where to get relevant information and development abilities to analyze conditions leading to social inequality in the world (and in our surroundings) and values of social empathy... In the lesson, students developed their awareness that some media are inflating the migration situation and that fake news and hoaxes are spreading in media and on social networks’.

The majority of lessons taught were student-centred, stressing the need for higher levels of student engagement. This was done using individual and/or group teaching and learning activities, particularly dialogic teaching addressing teacher and student-generated questions, e.g., a rotating debate technique. The higher engagement of students was identified as the critical and truly powerful pedagogical principle.

Teacher SA: ‘To engage students in the lesson I decided to employ the rotating debate technique. I was pleasantly surprised by the way the students took charge of the debate. Specifically, how active and open-minded in the migration-related debate they were’.

Additionally, teachers used various pedagogical strategies to bridge relevant theories and real life in their lessons. Specifically by focusing on the concrete life stories of real migrants. Teachers from countries, regions or schools with higher migrant backgrounds used students’ personal and family experience with migration. The rest of the teachers used the mediated life stories of migrants—employing storytelling, role-playing, or drama-use to enable students to perceive specific situations and their consequences.

Teacher AL: ‘I built a range of ‘powerful pedagogies’ into my teaching such as opportunities for data analysis and critique, examination of migration at temporal and spatial scales and studying an individual migrant’s story. Technology was layered into the teaching via ArcGIS and Gapminder as geographical visualization tools to support students’ understanding’.

Although they used the trial-error approach in some cases, teachers perceived their lessons as effective, mainly because they achieved the educational aims and positively affected students’ PDK (identified by pre- and post-lesson protocols) and effectively engaged students in complex and relevant discussions.
Teacher FL: ‘Trial and error underpinned my curriculum making. Both teaching and evaluating change depend on the class dynamics and abilities. My aims did not change throughout, but the teaching had to be malleable depending on school lesson changes and student engagement. The powerful knowledge was developed. Through some written work and class discussions, it was clear that students could explain different motivations for migration; understand how we make homes in different places; and engage with how migrations might influence the current and future world’.

Teacher KA: ‘When evaluating the lessons (using the evaluation protocols), it could be stated that the teaching process was effective. Two thirds of students positively rated their shift in PDK about migration—some have developed their knowledge, others their attitudes. Nevertheless, the majority has developed in both knowledge and attitudes’.

This was verified by the positive feedback on the lessons from students. Students mainly appreciated that teachers engaged them in the lesson through discussions, enquiries, significant questions/problems to be addressed, etc. This was supported by using rich and engaging real-world data and visualization, helping students understand the fundamental concepts better. Almost all participating classes appreciated that the lesson focused on the practical consequences of migration processes for their everyday life (e.g. the interconnection of local and global processes) and, especially, were impressed by the personal stories of migrants. Such lessons helped students think of their migration background and find out new information (mostly of emotional nature) about their families. This supported the formation of students’ personal geography.

Teacher KL: ‘After the migration lesson, students came back with interesting thoughts, new insights and open reflections on their family migration and their notion of home’.

Teacher SA: ‘I have never seen students enjoy doing assignments so much’.

Teachers’ professional development in the ‘action’ element was further supported by the possibility to share their direct experience with colleagues regionally, nationally and internationally. In many cases, this opened their eyes (and minds), supported innovative teaching, and positively influenced their self-confidence. In some cases, this was perceived as a springboard to teachers’ further engagement in the collaborative geography teacher community.

Teacher SA: ‘What I liked about the project was that we reflected and exchanged concepts with students and other teachers’.

Teacher DA: ‘Involvement in the GeoCapabilities project gave me the opportunity and the impetus to read across the discipline and to use the knowledge gained from this to shape alternative approaches to the concept of place’.

It can be concluded that through the lessons taught, teachers enhanced the action aspect of their professional expertise, particularly by trialing the powerful pedagogies in their classes. This was grounded in the developed expertise in knowledge and decision-making.

For most of the teachers involved, the integration of the pedagogies and subject knowledge in the GeoCapabilities 3 project was innovative and led to a comprehensive development of their expertise as geography teachers. Generally, teachers developed their migration-related curriculum, including new lesson plans and conceptual and practical tools. They revised their lesson plans by specifying the lesson content (by identifying the PDK) better, implementing innovative ways of teaching using the principles of powerful pedagogies, and evaluating and improving time management (e.g., providing more time to reflect on the lesson; reflecting on the students’ feedback). Moreover, the project boosted teachers’ professional development in subject-specific knowledge, skills and pedagogy. Teachers both updated and deepened their knowledge in the field and started to think critically about their actual teaching.

Teacher KL: ‘As a geography teacher working in a multicultural environment, I am keen to find ways of weaving the students’ geographies into the lessons. The GeoCapabilities approach is a welcome opportunity to rethink possibilities. We often speak about migration, migrant neighborhoods, the other or other cultures. Yet, how can we give space to the students’ own experiences and perspectives? How can we move away from talking about and instead listen to the multiple perspectives and richness in experience available in the classroom?’

Teacher KE: ‘The effect of the project on my expertise is evident to me, however, I still feel the need to practice and use it regularly in standard situations. I could not fully benefit for the approach yet as the Covid-19 had blocked normal lessons’.

Therefore, teachers made progress in all three of Kyriacou’s (1987) elements of teachers’ skills: knowledge (of the subject, students, curriculum, and pedagogical strategies), decision-making (especially in the process of curriculum making and lesson planning), and action and behavior in lessons (application of powerful pedagogical strategies).

Teacher KL: ‘All in all, being a part of the GeoCapabilities project was an interesting journey. Stepping away from the curriculum and schoolbooks can sometimes be challenging yet is always rewarding’.

Teacher KA: ‘It was really challenging for me. Still, there is a need to work in this way for a long time to make educational impacts noticeable and mainly positive’.

Several tools supported teacher expertise enhancement helping teachers to start thinking innovatively about their teaching, improve their knowledge, and develop powerful pedagogies. These were primarily the creating of vignettes and deliberating the curriculum artifacts, discussions with academic geographers and geography educators, sharing ideas with other teachers (nationally and internationally), and the GeoCapabilities approach itself (familiarizing themselves with the fundamental concepts of the approach: PDK, capability, Maude’s typology of PDK, curriculum-making, etc.).

Discussion

The experiences of the teachers in the GeoCapabilities 3 project suggest that a model of developing the ‘skilled teacher’ can be one which foregrounds subject disciplinary knowledge. We see this as reclaiming the notion of teacher professionalism from the competent craftsperson discourse and replace it with one of the ‘teacher as a curriculum leader’. Such teachers are engaged with exploring the educational potential of geography (the academic discipline) in a...
professional community. The skills-knowledge relationship is brought to light here. We see the two as inseparable and, as Shulman (1987) showed that knowledge, both about teaching and the subject discipline, are the basis for the teacher’s actions. We found the knowledge, decision-making and actions of the skilled teacher were overlapping and interdependent. Kyriacou’s third area ‘action’ is of particular interest to us in the project findings. ‘Action’ resonates with the problem of an inert geography curriculum and a tendency to resume ‘business as usual’ when the times call for curriculum change and leadership in doing so.

Teachers on the project spoke of the benefits of geographers (teachers, academics and educators) working together with a focus on school geography. The collaborative work and support of a professional community gave teachers the knowledge and also the confidence to act. Even though there was no funding to ‘buy’ the teachers out of school, they found the time and a space to make changes to what and how they taught migration geography. According to their evaluations, the changes enhanced the quality of their students’ geography curriculum. Critical reflection was important here, in and on action (see Schon 1983) and as a cyclical process resembling Kolb’s (1984) reflective cycle. But distinctive in the project was the commitment to pushing the boundaries of their school geography which these teachers showed. They kept focused on geographical knowledge—drawing on the discipline of geography, with their pupils’ needs in mind. This is, therefore, a model for enacting a Future 3 curriculum (Lambert, Solem, and Tani 2015).

A Future 3 curriculum is one in which powerful disciplinary knowledge (PDK) is enacted by teachers. It is the teacher who constructs, or ‘makes’ the curriculum for his/her learners and so the enacted curriculum can be different in every school. But, as the earlier discussion shows, there are pressures on teachers to conform to the dominant ‘deliverology’ narrative—and training students to pass tests (Pring 2012). When this situation is accepted, an inert (Future 1) curriculum actually becomes an advantage because it is easier to train students to pass examinations when content is stable and predictable. But the world is anything but stable and predictable. Academic geography research reflects this, including in migration studies and this calls for a more activist notion of the teacher’s role in the curriculum.

The GeoCapabilities 3 teachers’ decision-making and action (their curriculum making) reflects how Sachs (2003) described teaching as an ‘activist profession’ (2003). It also resembles the school-led curriculum development (e.g., Skilbeck 1990; White 1997; Rawling 2001). As the Anthropocene emerges as an unavoidable reality, the need for an ‘activist profession’ is more pressing than ever, amidst calls for education to do more to address global challenges (International Commission on the Futures of Education 2021). In this context, the GeoCapabilities approach warrants attention as a way to support this. Morgan (2021) explores the role that education plays in reproducing the carbon-based economy and how schools teach a ‘fossil curriculum’. He argues that for education to play its part in a post-carbon future, the curriculum must reveal the political economy linked to the climate emergency and wider environmental and social problems. To achieve this, Morgan argues teacher development is key to encouraging new teachers to ‘persevere with their geography’ (2022, 49) by challenging a fixed or backward-looking curriculum. Our project findings relate to migration geographies, which are connected to climate change, globalization and the carbon economy. Our main point here is that GeoCapabilities 3 helped teachers develop professionally, gaining the confidence and the opportunity to take action to develop their curriculum. Morgan (2022) offers a typology of mentors, including mentor as knowledge-focused, activist, reflective and networked. We see each of these reflected in the GeoCapabilities 3 teachers’ accounts.

Although the professional development of teachers involved in the GeoCapabilities 3 project is evident, one should be aware of the specific conditions to be met and barriers for the efficient professional development to be eliminated (Ingvarson, Meiers, and Beavis 2005). First, it requires progressive teachers (Adler and Iorio 2013) that are open to think critically and innovatively and to invest their time to develop lessons in a powerful way. While teachers have part of their working time dedicated to these activities in some education systems, it is often a matter of teachers investing their personal time. Additionally, even where teachers are ‘open’ to the ideas of GeoCapabilities, there is a wide spectrum between teachers’ academic background knowledge, experience and particular interests.

Furthermore, teachers’ development can be limited by the national, regional or school educational specifics, e.g., the rigidity of the curriculum, examinations systems, traditional teaching approaches (use of textbooks, etc.). As the ‘strict’ curriculum leaves little freedom or responsibility for schools and teachers, there is no (or very limited) space for developing teachers’ own curriculum, nor the development of curriculum making expertise by individual teachers. Additionally, their curricular expertise can be limited by perceived lack of time in (Future 1 curriculum) teaching programmes to implement powerful pedagogies. Teacher education toward a Future 3 curriculum is greatly enhanced by school leadership which recognizes the significance of this (Young et al. 2014). Finally, there is a robust tradition of the dominant use of textbooks in lessons in many countries/schools. As a result, teachers are required to follow the book without any fundamental deviation. The elimination of these barriers can support the professional development of teachers as curriculum makers, leaders and advocates (Lambert, Solem, and Tani 2015).

Conclusion

Geography teachers develop professional expertise through building knowledge, understanding, skills, values and beliefs around education, geography and teaching. The GeoCapabilities 3 project supported all these areas by offering teachers a space to explore curriculum purpose through a conception of geographical (powerful) knowledge to open
up young people’s choices, and by developing the teacher’s tools to enact this in the classroom. These are tools to develop the teacher’s disciplinary (geographical) knowledge, their abilities to recontextualise that knowledge and their understanding of their students’ prior knowledge, capacity to learn and to develop new understandings (students’ experiences and individual learning needs).

GeoCapabilities particularly foregrounds disciplinary knowledge in a distinctive teacher development approach. We have applied Kyriacou’s notion of the skills a teacher needs, to show that GeoCapabilities 3 has been more than just updating the teacher’s academic geography knowledge of migration. It develops teacher expertise in a broad and practical way by enabling teachers to bring into the classroom geographical knowledge that resonates with young people living in the Anthropocene era. A progressive view of disciplinary knowledge underpins GeoCapabilities, and we found that the lens of teacher expertise applied to GeoCapabilities 3, helps show why and how geography teachers should, in Morgan’s terms, ‘persevere with their geography’ (2022, 49).

**Note**

1. These and the other project teachers’ vignettes of migration make a stimulating resource for teachers at [https://www.geocapabilities.org/vignettes](https://www.geocapabilities.org/vignettes).
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